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“It does not take a majority to prevail but rather an irate, tireless minority, keen on setting 
brushfires of freedom in the minds of men.”

—Samuel Adams

On day one of the Biden 

administration, he canceled the Keystone Pipeline, putting thousands of skilled workers out of work.  Over the 
ensuing months, he canceled oil leases, stopped fracking, and drained our strategic oil reserve.  All this was 
surely intentional; he means to starve the American people of energy, making what is available more expensive 
by the day.  Like Obama, he means to transform America, and not in a good way.

The most catastrophic stunt Biden pulled was the tragically ill conceived withdrawal from Afghanistan.  He left 
billions in state-of-the-art military equipment to the Taliban along with the Bagram Air Base, which sits close to 
China.  Thirteen young American patriots were killed by the sheer ineptitude of their leaders.  This tragic 
maneuver telegraphed Biden’s, and thus America’s, weakness to every leader in the world.  Russia thought 
taking Ukraine’s Russian-speaking border regions would be a cakewalk.  Our careless warmongers in the Biden 
administration thought Zelensky would easily defeat Russia with billions of U.S. dollars.  The military complex 
wanted that war.  All of that went awry.  Here we are a year and a half later; Ukraine has lost half a million 
people and is still begging for billions more in aid.  None of this would have happened if Trump had been in 
office.
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Biden has grossly exacerbated the weaponization of the DOJ and FBI that began under Obama.  What those 
agencies have done to President Trump, to any conservative they view as a threat to their power, and to the 
hundreds of innocent people who were present at the Capitol on January 6, 2021 is right out of Mao’s Little Red
Book.  Persons who have done nothing wrong have been denied due process and sentenced to absurd terms in 
prison while the violent offenders of Antifa and BLM commit grievous crimes and are not charged.  This 
administration foments chaos at every opportunity and relishes punishing political opponents.

“There are people whose souls have just withered, people who are willing to go along with 
anything evil – anything so as not to be suspected of disagreeing with whoever is in power.”

—Vasily Grossman

 

As volumes of proof come to light of the Biden family’s corruption, their selling of influence for vast sums of 
money to China, Russia, Ukraine, and Romania, the lapdog media continue to cover for the criminal enterprise 
that is the Biden family.  They protect the left and think nothing of smearing conservatives and using the courts 
to destroy them.  They make things up if necessary — anything to take down a threat to their overlords’ hold on 
power and control of the leftist narrative.  That Joe Biden sits in the Oval Office is a crime against the American 
people.

Meanwhile, our wide-open southern border has allowed millions of illegal aliens from hundreds of countries 
around the world entry into the U.S.  None is vetted; millions of them are criminals, terrorists, pedophiles, or 
sick with diseases long ago eradicated here.  Most of them are men of military age.  They are given smartphones 
and credit cards.  The flow of migrants into the country is controlled by the drug cartels.  Huge migrant camps 
have been built from Panama up through Mexico to house the migrants at taxpayer expense.  It’s not much of a 
reach to expect Hamas-style attacks within the U.S.

With these illegal entrants into the U.S. come massive amounts of fentanyl and thousands of unaccompanied 
children.  The cartels are trafficking children, shipping them throughout the country to mysterious NGOs who 
answer to no one.  What was demonstrated in the film The Sound of Freedom is just the tip of the iceberg.

 

The Biden administration and his Cabinet of incompetents are an evil entity on nearly every level.  Illegal aliens 
are being flown to forty-three different airports throughout the nation to be dispersed among unsuspecting 
citizens.  The southern borders of Arizona and Texas have been transformed into vast homeless camps.  
American citizens’ homes and businesses have been overrun and destroyed.  Seven to possibly as many as nine 
million people from cultures alien to ours have come here since Biden took office.  They will transform the 
country in countless ways.  America may well never recover from the damage done by this president.

“As long as people believe in absurdities they will continue to commit atrocities.” 

—Voltaire
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It is doubtful that Hamas would have mounted their savage, barbaric attack on Jewish citizens, the worst since 
the Holocaust, if Trump had been in office.  Trump had stopped giving money to them, which became payments 
to the families of Palestinians who died killing Jews.  Biden reinstated that money.  Obama was hostile to Israel 
and remains so to this day, and Biden does what Obama tells him to do.  Why else would he be sending 
“humanitarian” aid to Hamas?  He knows that Hamas will use it to re-arm, to ramp up their murderous plans.

Biden is demanding that Israel delay its ground invasion of Gaza, while Iran is targeting U.S. bases throughout 
the Middle East as he strolls on his beach in Delaware.  Could it be that our military has been so compromised 
by wokery, transgenderism, and CRT that we cannot mount an effective defense of our own installations in the 
region?  Perhaps.  Gen. Austin is as incompetent as every other member of Biden’s pathetic Cabinet.

“Men never do evil so completely and cheerfully as when they do it conscientiously.” 

—Pascal

 

As students in formerly elite universities across the country are marching for Hamas, the terrorists who raped, 
burned, and cut up fourteen hundred Jewish citizens of Israel, Americans are being shocked into the reality of 
what has become of higher education in America.  They are teaching hatred of this nation, of Jews, and have 
lost any semblance of a moral core.  These thousands of students have become good little Maoists, who would 
turn on their own parents if they opposed the government narrative they themselves have swallowed hook, line, 
and sinker.

Just as the ridiculous COVID lockdowns gave parents a window onto what their kids were being taught in 
elementary and middle school — pornography, sodomy, transgenderism, sexual grooming — the Hamas 
massacre has shown us just how evil our universities have become.  Qualification for university has been set 
aside — no more SAT, LSAT, or MCAT required.  Perhaps these colleges want a more compliant student body, 
willing subjects for their continuing psy op.

The world is beset with violence and unrest, and it’s all on Biden and his merry band.  Our economy is a 
disaster.  We are $32T in debt, with probably more than a $2T deficit in coming years, and Biden demands 
another $100M for Ukraine, with a few crumbs to Israel, Taiwan, and “border security.”  That money for the 
border is not to close it, but to streamline the flow of illegal aliens into the country.  Inflation creeps up and up.  
People who make over a hundred thousand a year are living paycheck to paycheck.  Banks are failing.  The 
dollar is losing its value.  That’s part of the left’s plan, to destroy the middle class, along with the sinister goal of 
the WEF: we will own nothing and like it.  We, our children and grandchildren certainly, will be serfs.

Biden is an angry man, a stupid man, an arrogant man, and a little man.  He was never a good senator.  He is a 
racist; he relished humiliating Clarence Thomas during his confirmation hearing.  He constantly makes up 
things that he’s done or accomplished when those claims are easily checked.  He lies repeatedly about how and 
where his son Beau died.  He has tried for years to make us believe he is good, smart, and legitimate, but he is 
none of those things.  He has brought the United States to a historic low — the brink of another world war.  
He’s blown up the world.

“The price good men pay for indifference to public affairs is to be ruled by evil men.”
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—Plato
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